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What is the aquiPROJECT?

The aquiPROJECT began as an idea.  I was 
invited to visit White Springs, Florida, in 
October 2011 and learned of the wonderful 

town, it’s history, and the sulfur spring that had 
once flowed there.  I began to learn about the 
geology of Florida’s springs that day and was 
overwhelmed with the scientific terminology and the 
policies that seemed to want to defy laws of nature 
and physics.  
 Ed Miller of White Springs took me to see the 
Spring House, the place I’d just finished hearing 
long stories about:  stories of boys jumping off its 
rooftop into flowing waters to earn a dime from 
passing tourists (UF, 2011).  
 As I first looked over the railing and down 
into the dry limestone formation, I understood.  A 
pool of water no larger than a dinner plate was all 
that was left.  There was no movement of water-- 
just a dry marker which identified its location as 
one of over one-thousand mapped springheads in 
Florida. A week later I jotted in my sketchbook the 
idea for the yet unnamed aquiPROJECT.  
 This defunct spring is a human imprint on 
the land.  To only memorialize it in a small rural 
town could never bring it back, never fully articulate 
the magnitude of the loss, and yet I wondered if 
people really understood what happened here, 
and if they were given the opportunity to really 

understand, could it make a difference?
 I imagined a work of art being built here, 
by citizens across Florida through art workshops 
in their own towns, where participants would 
learn about our declining springs and aquifer 
and Florida’s water policies, while working with 
their hands to create something representative of 
themselves which could become part of something 
much larger: something that reflects change.
 These participants could then reunite near 
the Spring House in White Springs to see what I 
saw that October day.  They would understand, 
and they would see their art become part of the 
larger picture: the water which touches us all.  
These reunion events would be opportunities for 
community leaders to bring updates on water 
management policy, and share ideas for changing 
consumption behaviors.  
 The art would become a visual expression 
of the participants’ unified voice, representing 
a growing awareness, calling for the return and 
conservation of waters in our aquifer.
 The idea has changed very little since it first 
came to me.  This book is the illustrated story of 
how the aquiPROJECT could happen, at White 
Springs, in Florida, for the Floridan Aquifer. 
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All truly sustainable, and therefore successful, 

environmental restoration projects are as much about 

restoring degraded human-nature relationships as 

they are about simply restoring degraded physical 

landscapes.
                                               Robert France                                           “

Our Human Imprint: A non-flowing spring vent, White Springs, Florida
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Project Statement
This project explores an approach to landscape architecture which engages community in the making 

of  art in public places along an art walk— to raise awareness of the state’s water issues.  The design 

responds to the town’s folk culture and vision for revitalization, yet does more by establishing a plan for 

the expanding project to be comprised of the work of individuals in art/ecoliteracy workshops across 

the region.  The process gives participants a voice toward positive change as a unified social call for the 

conservation of the Floridan Aquifer System.                               
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Abstract
Keywords: Community-Based Art in Public Places, Ecoliteracy, Natural Resource
   Conservation, Floridan Aquifer, Springs, Landscape Architecture

The Floridan Aquifer is the natural 

underground water system Floridians 

rely upon for their fresh water supply, 

yet these  resources are being depleted by 

overconsumption and policy which allows 

exorbitant groundwater pumping.  The degredation 

of these natural systems is evident in the 1000 

freshwater springs throughout Florida which are 

declining in terms of water quality, clarity and 

flow.  While advocacy groups are working to affect 

policy change, there remains the perpetual need to 

internalize values at the individual level regarding 

natural water resource conservation.

 The reality of the problem of declining water 

quality and levels is exposed at White Springs, 

Florida, where the sulfur spring which discharged 

35 million gallons per day quit flowing nearly 40 

years ago due to consumptive use permits issued 

for a nearby phosphate mine for 40 million gallons 

per day.  All that remains today is a Spring House 

which surrounds the dry limestone formation that 

was once a spring, standing quietly alongside the 

river as a historical marker of days long ago when 

the spring's healing waters drew tourists from 

around the region.

 After years of rebuilding the tourist venue for 

the town, White Springs is a hub for nature-based 

tourism amidst Florida's folk culture, drawing 

upwards of 120,000 tourists to the rural town 

annually for biking, hiking, wildlife observation, 

camping, the annual Florida Folk Festival and 

much more.  Still, there is little reason to explore 

the Spring House which sits unassumingly in a 

valley almost out of view from the road.  For those 

who do explore there is not enough information 

presented to understand the magnitude of the loss, 

or grasp the realization that human policies and 

behaviors are ensuring the decline of springs all 

over Florida and adversely impacting the aquifer 

system.

 The visual significance at White Springs is an 

opportunity for individuals to see and understand 
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the magnitude of the wide-spread problem.  

 Community-based art is the method used 

in this project to actively engage participants in 

the process of creating while educating them about 

the problem. Community-based art is art created 

with the purpose of engaging community into 

a larger dialogue, with a purpose of generating 

positive change.  Creative self-expression takes 

place in the process of making as both mind and 

body are engaged in a reciprocal, tactile and 

sensory process—  embedding an understanding 

of  material, object or land and our relationship 

to these.  This type of experience, applied toward 

protecting our natural water resources can 

influence deep-seated values, offering a more 

complete solution toward long-term sustainability.

 The aquiPROJECT is a design for an 

expanding art installation along the Suwannee 

River at White Springs, Florida, compelling users 

to the riverfront through an interpretive  art walk 

and inviting regional participation through art/

ecoliteracy workshops.  A theme of water both 

honors the town’s rich history of gathering around 

the now defunct spring, and is relevant today as 

a creative educational tool with the goal of raising 

awareness for water resource conservation. 
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The town of White Springs is the first town 

in Florida along the Suwannee River after 

crossing the Georgia border.  A town rich 

in folk culture, White Springs was once considered 

"Florida's first tourist destination" drawing tourists 

to the healing waters of its now-defunct sulfur 

spring and historic Spring House. 

Introducing the Site

19
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Introducing the Site

Nestled between two state parks and 

connected by miles of hiking and cycling 

trails White Springs is a hub for nature-

based tourism in North Florida.  The Florida Trail 

and the Suwannee Wilderness Trail pass through 

White Springs.   US-41 runs through the downtown 

and the Interstate-75 interchange is a short 3 miles 

to the west along CR-136. 
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View downriver from Spring 
House

View of Spring House from the 
Suwannee River

Focus Area
6 Acres

White 
Springs

675 Feet of Riverbank from Spring House to Bridge

View of Spring House from the Road (US-41)

Future Restaurant

View upriver from Spring House
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To raise awareness 
of Florida’s water issues 

relating to aquifer decline

&goals
objectives
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  Design a linear public art intervention for White 
Springs which interprets Florida's water issues, 
and the town's history around the spring.

 Design an individual-scale art project of which the 
public art will be comprised. 

 Plan for phasing the art intervention to coincide 
with the works created by individuals across the 
region in art-ecoliteracy workshops.

 Create connections which compel land users to the 
 river, and river travelers to the town: an art  
 walk along which the linear public art intervention  
 will be situated.  

 Respond to the town's goals as a growing nature-based  
 tourism hub.  

 Provide for reunion events creating a multi-use space  
 where participating 'artists' will reconvene periodically,  
 celebrating the expanding project as a unified voice.
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 Design a workshop framework suitable for   
a variety of venues such as high-school field  
trips, after-school clubs, seasonal festivals and 
art studios throughout the region, which can be 
adapted to suit the schedule and budget of each 
participating group within specified criteria.

 Develop an outline and dicussion prompts to 
stimulate transfer of information on issues 
surrounding Florida's water,   This will include 
Florida’s geomorphology and hydrology, issues 
with nutrient load and consumption, proven 
consumption reduction solutions which can 
become a reality through design and lifestyle and 
policy change.

 Develop a dissemination plan for the workshops to 
be held throughout North Florida.  The number of 
workshops and created pieces will relate back to 
the phasing plan for the linear art intervention.  

 Suggest marketing options for each workshop 
venue.
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&
community-based art: a method

case studies

florida’s water and policy

white springs, florida

background  
case studies
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In the end we conserve only what we love.  

We love only what we understand.  

We understand only what we are taught. 

                                             - Baba Dioum“
29

Community-Based Art: A Method
                                                            Engaging the Whole

The making of art is creative self-expression 

which engages both mind and body in a 

reciprocal, tactile and sensory process—  

embedding an understanding of  the medium 

and our relationship to these.  The dancer gains 

understanding of the potential of his or her body 

while simultaneously embedding an understanding 

of the story of the dance.  The potter gains 

understanding of clay, its density and pliability, the 

potential of his or her own body to shape it, and 

while embedding an understanding of the subject 

of study.  This engagement of the whole self is 

embodiment, a natural process of learning which 

embeds deep understanding (Orr, Carolan, Barab).

 The phenomenon of embodiment is 

perhaps best described by Anthropologist Gregory 

Bateson in his example of a person splitting wood:  

"According to Bateson, when a person splits wood 

their body responds to each swing of the ax with 

subtle changes in the force, speed, and angle 

of the blade until the wood gives way into two 

pieces.  Importantly, these changes do not occur in 

isolation.  Rather, they are the result of attending 

to the wood while trusting our mind and body to 

engage in a type of dance with the material world 

around us."  (Carolan, 2007)

 Community-based art is art created with 

the purpose of engaging community into a larger 

dialogue with the purpose of generating positive 

change.  A collective efficacy results as participants 

create art, deepening their understanding and 

giving them a  public voice and visual platform 

about issues of concern (Krensky, 2009).   

 Taking community-based art to the subject 

of natural resource conservation, the process 

becomes the vehicle whereby participants can begin 

to see and understand themselves in relation to the 

natural systems at work around them, deepening 

their understanding of the land and realizing their 

own capacity as an instrument of change. 
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Each of the following case studies is 

an example of community-based art.  

The matrix at left indexes each study 

under three categories:  project type, design-

create process, and uses.  Project Type describes 

the project in terms of Landscape Architecture 

typology.  Design-Create Process is important to 

index for this study because the aquiPROJECT  

focuses on process as an agent of education, deep 

understanding, and change.  Uses  are indexed as 

the practicality and service of the spaces created.  

The aquiPROJECT seeks to include each of these 

indices and thus the matrix is a comparison of each 

case study to the proposed aquiPROJECT.

 Each community-based art case study 

begins with a brief summary of its relevance to the 

aquiPROJECT, followed by the indices (highlighted) 

which were applied in that project. 

Community-Based Art
Case Study & aquiPROJECT Comparison Matrix
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This project-based research sought to 

answer the question, “How can a hands-

on ecoliteracy project affect awareness of 

natural systems within an urban context?”

 In the project 17 secondary school students 

were engaged in the creation of floating wetlands 

at a nearby urban park pond.  The park was con-

sidering the installation of floating wetlands to add 

aesthetic interest to the pond, so the researchers 

used the opportunity to cultivate ecological intel-

ligence among a participant group and study the 

effects.  Each group of 5-6 students worked for four 

hours in a workshop where they were introduced 

to the relevance of the project through a dragonfly 

diversity study, then taught how to create and plant 

a wetland.  Students worked alongside profession-

als in the design, construction and planting process 

and were given opportunities for their decisions to 

influence the project, which was carried out us-

ing their own physical energy.  The students were 

interviewed at a celebratory anchoring and ‘reunion 

event’ three weeks later. 

 In this project, it was evident that the deci-

sion making and physical making engaged students 

in such a way that the project was not only mean-

ingful to the environment and the community— but 

personally meaningful to the participants as well, so 

much so that they wanted to see the work continue.    

Summary of Relevance:
The hands-on ecoliteracy workshop 
framework suggested for the 
aquiPROJECT was tested in this 
pilot study and validated the 
interest, sense of ownership and 
meaningfulness that takes place 
during the process of creating.

Case Study: 
Floating Wetlands at West Coast Park, Singapore
Tracy Wyman and James Wang (2012)
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 The workshop framework proved to be key to the project’s 

success.  Using a participatory model of embodied learning within 

a situated context as defined by Barab & Dodge (2008) as well as 

Carolan’s concept of tactile space (2006, 2007) the project included 

the following:

• Situated Context— the learning must take place within the context   

 it will be applied.

• Real-World Significance— the project selected must have genuine,   

 real-world value to the community and to the biophysical environment, 

 rather than a simulated project to teach a concept. 

• Ownership— the project must provide opportunities for participants   

 to feel a sense of ownership in the project and site through decision-  

 making and craft.

• Involve experts— the project should provide opportunity for expert-  

 student relationships to form.

• Social Bond— the participants should be socially connected so that   

 a social network can develop around this project.

• Long-Term Commitment— the project should provide opportunities   

 to continue so the same participants can interact with this natural   

 system over time. 
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Summary of Relevance:
The broad community participa-
tion in this project facilitated by the 
artist, the teaching of the craft, and 
the environmental education which 
occurs during the process are each 
factors which the aquiPROJECT 
would include.

Domestic Integrities surveys local and 

seasonal patterns and rituals of inte-

rior domestic landscapes, the way we 

use what we resourcefully find around us to artfully 

make ourselves at home. Domestic Integrities turns 

it’s attention towards the interior environments of 

humans, and the ways in which local resources are 

used in their homes (Haeg, 2012).    This commu-

nity-based art has taken place in London, Abruzzo, 

New York and East Lansing.   Visitors respond to an 

open call and make periodic visits bringing their Do-

mestic Integrities such as baked goods and plants 

gathered from their environment, to ceremoniously 

place them on low pedestals on the crocheted rug. 

In each setting, these offerings are arranged on the 

expanding rug.  Visitors are invited to take off their 

shoes and make themselves at home, partaking of 

the food and drink others have presented, and to 

learn the craft of rug-making as they crotchet do-

nated fabric scraps onto the growing project.  Thus 

the project is ever expanding and changing as it 

travels from city to city reflecting the local commu-

nity of participants and what they gather to add to 

the the textile arrangement. Some editions of the 

project are accompanied by a garden planted out-

side the rug installation (Haeg, 2012) 

Case Study: 
Domestic Integrities, Fritz Haeg (2012)
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Domestic Integrities, New York City 2012.  Visitors are invited to take their shoes off and make themselves at home 
on the rug, enjoying the company and offerings of others. Image Source: www.fritzhaeg.com/domestic-integrities/

Domestic Integrities, East Lansing 2012.  Visitors bring fabric scraps which are organized by color on a shelf and 
participate in crocheting and expanding the rug.  Image Source: www.fritzhaeg.com/domestic-integrities/
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Summary of Relevance:
Similar to the concept of the aqui-
PROJECT in that this is a public art 
installation designed to change as 
users interact with it, giving parti-
pants a voice against a relevant is-
sue of the day to generate change.

This 40’ monument was erected in 1986 at 

the height of tensions around the Berlin 

Wall, the public will for it to come down, 

and with it the oppression of fascism.  Citizens 

gradually added their signatures to cover its lead 

surface.  When signatures and markings filled the 

monument as far as people could reach, it was 

driven into the ground to expose more surface area 

allowing for more signatures.  

 The following statement of invitation was 

posted at the monument to compel lasting commit-

ment to the cause:

“We invite the citizens of Harburg and visitors 

to the town to add their names here to ours. 

In doing so, we commit ourselves to remain 

vigilant. As more and more names cover this 

12–meter tall lead column, it will gradually 

be lowered into the ground. One day, it will 

have disappeared completely and the site of 

the Harburg monument against fascism will 

be empty. In the end, it is only we ourselves 

who can rise up against injustice.”

 The monument was driven into the ground 

8 times bearing more than 70,000 signatures and 

markings.  Today it is completely underground and 

only visible through a glass window. 

Case Study: 
Monument Against Fascism, Jochen Gerz & E.Shalev-Gerz (1986)

PROJECT TYPE PROCESS USES
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The Monument Against Fascism was designed to be driven into the ground as its surface became covered 
in signatures and markings.  Over 70,000 markings cover its lead surface as participants raised their 
political voice against fascism.  It was driven into the ground eight times, and now is completely under-
ground, only viewable through a glass window. (Image Source: www.gerz.fr)
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Summary of Relevance:
The facilitation required, the use of 
professionals to teach the craft, and 
the method of community-based 
art as a generator of change are the 
main facets of this project which 
have informed the aquiPROJECT.  

Ten years following the massive genocide 

of Tutsi and moderate Hutu sympathizers 

in Rwanda, Lily Yeh was deeply moved 

after hearing of the lingering conditions and thus 

began an ongoing multi-dimensional art project 

known as the Rwanda Healing Project.  Yeh simul-

taneously addressed two sites in this project— a 

mass grave of genocide victims and a nearby sur-

vivors village.  Naturally, the survivors were also 

victims of this horrendous event and still suffering 

from their loss and subsequent displacement.  Ad-

ditionally, the crude grave undermined the villagers’ 

understanding of the afterlife, haunting their daily 

lives and preventing them from being able to attend 

to their futures. (Weintraub, 2012)

 Yeh engaged the community in their own 

healing process through art.  The community 

wanted a beautiful memorial for the victims, but 

there were no funds to provide for its professional 

construction.  Yeh arranged for the unemployable 

to be trained in the necessary skills and led them 

through the process of what she calls “living so-

cial art.”   The façade of the memorial is covered 

in shimmering mosaics made by the villagers as a 

symbol of creating something whole out of shattered 

parts.  (Weintraub, 2012)

 In the village, Yeh and volunteers led chil-

dren and adults in painting murals on the walls 

Case Study: 
The Rwanda Healing Project, Lily Yeh (2007)
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of buildings.  The project eventually spawned the 

beginnings of Barefoot Artists, Inc. and now brings 

volunteers from around the world to help with the 

ongoing project which has expanded to include the 

visual and performing arts and sports, among a 

host of other programs to secure the sustainability 

of the village.  Yeh’s organic methodology meets the 

physical, spatial and aesthetic needs of community 

while also tending to the psychological needs, work-

ing to foster a sense of ownership among the com-

munity (Weintraub, 2012). 

IMAGES:

1. The memorial created by 
the community with guidance 
from artists and profession-
als.

2. The Survior’s Village is 
decorated with community-
created murals.

3. Lily Yeh taught the craft of 
mosaics to the community.

Images Source: 
www.barefootartists.org
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Summary of Relevance:
The complexity of facilation of 266 
community members to create this 
interpretive, professionally designed 
and public park, and its standing 
the test of time serve to inform the 
aquiPROJECT.  

Located at the entrance of Chicago’s Navy 

Pier, this is one of the country’s most 

monumental community public art-

works.  The meandering path interprets the canal 

linking Lake Michigan to the Illinois and Mississip-

pi Rivers which spurred commerce and population 

growth in the mid-nineteenth century.  Thus being 

situated at the entrance of the Navy Pier is fitting 

for this park.  Along the path are four benches em-

bedded in landscape berms and ornamented with 

mosaics. Community was engaged in its creation 

in a complex collaboration of professionals and 

community residents totaling 266 volunteers over 

four years (Gude, 2000).  

Case Study: 
Water Mark, Chicago (1998) 
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IMAGES:

1. Aerial view showing the 
terrazzo path which com-
memorates the historic canal.  

2 &3. Two of the four cast-
concrete and mosaic benches 
set into landscape berms 
along the path. 

Images Source: Gude, 2000. 
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Water is not a renewable resource.  There is 

neither more nor less water around now then 

there ever has been or ever will be ... every 

molecule of every droplet of water in existence 

today has always been there, recording all our 

acts upon the globe.              - Robert France    
                                                                     

“
Water:  The Effects of Geomorphology, Practice & Policy
                               
 Spanning over 100,000 square miles, an 
estimated 2 quadrillion gallons of water flow 
through the Floridan Aquifer System, underground 
and hidden from our view.  These waters are 
exposed and celebrated at the surface in over 1000 
springs throughout North and Central Florida 
where the aquifer is unconfined or thinly confined 
and generally less than 100 feet thick, creating a 
unique and fragile karst geomorphology.  These 
springs are a window into the aquifer revealing the 
health of the waters from which they flow. 
 The aquifer, and by effect, the springs have 
been in rapid decline since 1980 due to population 
growth, over consumption and over use of fertilizer 
which causes nitrogen to infiltrate into the ground 
water supply resulting in algae growth in the 
springs at exhorbitant rates, adversely affecting the 
clarity, wildlife habitat and overall ecosystem.  
 From 1975 to 2000 freshwater consumption 
overall has increased by 63%, with withdrawals 
for agruiculture increasing by 21% from 1990 to 
2005, and 17% for recreational irrigation during 
that period.  Nitrate levels in 13 of Florida's 1st 
magnitude springs has increased from less than .05 
Mg/L in 1970 to .98 Mg/L in 2000 (Knight, 2012). 
Additionally, baseflow rates in the springs within 
the Suwannee River Basin have decreased 60% 
overall since 1940 (USGS, Knight, 2012).   
 Monitoring wells are revealing the effects 
of over-consumption in declining potentiometric 
surface in many areas at an average rate of 1.2 
inches per year (Knight, 2012). 
 With every foot of freshwater decline, salt 

water advances by forty feet by laws of physics 
defined by the Ghyben-Herzberg  principle. 
Further, it is projected that if we continue 
current consumptive patterns, the potentiometric 
surface will continue to drop 10 feet by 1930 in 
Duval County where the aquifer is confined and 
stormwater does not recharge the system.  In Duval 
County's outlying areas, the decline is anticipated 
at 1-5 feet, reaching to northern Alachua County 
(Knight, 2012).
  Advocacy groups are working and beginning 
to work together with water management districts 
and public agencies, to affect policy which calls 
for more stringent minimum flow requirements in 
springs, and prioritizing strategies when minimum 
flows are not attained.  The goal is to return these 
systems to the pre-development baseline conditions 
of 1980.  Additional strategies to restore these 
water resources include acquistion and scientific 
authentication of all available data, and real-time 
quantity monitoring  of all 100K/day+ consumptive 
use permit holders. 
 The reality of the problem of declining water 
quality and levels is exposed at White Springs, 
Florida, where the sulfur spring which discharged 
35 million gallons per day quit flowing nearly 40 
years ago due to consumptive use permits issued 
for a nearby phosphate mine for 40 million gallons 
per day. The visual significance of the natural 
resource loss  which took place at White Springs, 
is an opportunity for individuals to see and begin 
to understand the magnitude of the complex wide-
spread problem.
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In the days before air-conditioning, the Spring 

House is where the local folks would gather in 

the evenings, to cool off before retiring."

               - Bobby Toothaker, Nature & Heritage Tourism Center“
The Springhouse as it stood in the early 20th century. (Image source:  Source: www.whitesprings.org 45

White Springs
A Town's Revitilization Plan &  Recent Design Explorations                               

Today the Spring House of White Springs 

sits as little more than a historical and 

geological marker. Still, it is much more.  

It is the heart of local stories and the heart of the 

town.

 White Springs has adopted priorities of 

education, health care, and economic development, 

and a visionary masterplan for its revitalization.  

This revitialization plan is substantiated by two 

University of Florida Economic Studies (Gurucharri, 

et al, 2009) and (Mulkey & Hodges, 2008).  To 

achieve these goals its masterplan includes plans 

for a new hotel, eco-lodges and an executive 

education conference center with restaurant and 

boutique shops, a folk art school, the White Springs 

Camp Historical Museum, a Paddleboat fine-dining 

restaurant, restoration of the Spring House and 

more. (Miller, 2010)  

 Three recent University of Florida design 

explorations have based their designs on this 

analysis and master plan, and responded with a 

variety of conceptual ideas. Most recently, a design 

for Nature-Based Tourism with a headquarters, 

lodging, conference center, and retail district with 

parking was sited in response to the location of 

the Spring House. (Dunlap, 2011)  On the same 

site, a design for a community complex to include 

a conference center, restaurant lodge, retail, 

parking, and a folk art school was presented to 

the town. (Kohen, 2010)   In 2009, Tyler Guettler's 

design for low-impact development eco-lodges were 

sited  in the Stephen Foster Cultural Center.  This 

design was endorsed in the Final Report, Building 

Community and Economic Development Strategies for 

Hamilton County, Florida (Gurucharri, et al).

 Additionally, the town was listed on the 

National Register of Historic Places in 1997 and a 

plan for signage and lighting entititled White Springs 

Enhancements reveals the location and design of 

planned street lighting, street signage and welcome 

signage. 
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The first law of ecology: everything is 
connected to everything else."   
                                  - William Rueckert                                                                     “
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contextual analysis

site analysis

spring house study
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Contextual Analysis
     Nature-Based Context

Nestled between two state parks and con-

nected by miles of hiking and cycling 

trails White Springs is a hub for nature-

based tourism in North Florida.  The Florida Trail 

and the Suwannee Wilderness Trail pass through 

White Springs.   US-41 runs through the downtown 

and the Interstate-75 interchange is a short 3 miles 

to the west along CR-136.
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Contextual Analysis
     Downtown White Springs

The Spring House is historically and 

figurateively the heart of the town 

as evidenced by stories of those who 

remember the days when it drew tourists from 

around the region (UF, 2011).   The spring 

house was a regular evening gathering place  

for locals as well, as they'd gather here to cool 

off before retiring for the evening.  Today, public 

access to the river is closed, and the spring 

house remains as a historic structure, vistited 

by a only a few passing tourists each week. 

Focus Area (including river front & responding to areas 2 & 3)

Planned Development (in town’s masterplan)

Historical Downtown 

Key Circulation

Key Areas

Key Structures
Spring House
Visitor Center & Future Restaurant
CR-136 Bridge
Entrance to Stephen Foster Cultural Center
Future Community Oral History Museum

Historic Walk

51
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Contextual Analysis
                Downtown Character & Imaging

53

T he downtown is 

characterized by the river 

and creek which run 

through the heart of White Springs, 

creating a natural water and green 

corridor at the center of town, and 

drawing cycyists and other nature- 

based tourists from around the 

region. The historic architecture 

most promient in this area is the 

Adam's Country Store and the 

Spring House, with many historic 

structures in the close proximity 

adding to the character of the 

setting.
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Springhouse

View of Focus Area:    Visitor Center & Spring House                                                                                    to Stephen Foster Entrance, from US-41 Facing South & Southwest

Site Analysis
       Site Character & Imaging

Visitor Center (Future Restaurant)
Street-Facing Parking Connecting Side Yard 

& Open Space Used for 
Temporary Weekend Markets
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Creek Overpass Gravel Parking

View of Focus Area:    Visitor Center & Spring House                                                                                    to Stephen Foster Entrance, from US-41 Facing South & Southwest

Entrance: Stephen Foster Cultural Center

Open Space
Temporary Markets

Stairs/Path to Springhouse
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Creek Inlet

Springhouse

View of White Springs, Florida from the Suwannee

View of Focus Area:     Springhouse to CR-136 Bridge from the River                                                                                     Facing Northeast

Site Analysis
       Site Character & Imaging
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Hwy 136 Bridge

Visitor Center / Future Restaurant

River Facing North

Visitor Center & Future Restaurant

View of Focus Area:     Springhouse to CR-136 Bridge from the River                                                                                     Facing Northeast
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Hwy 136 Bridge

Visitor Center / Future Restaurant

River Facing North

Visitor Center & Future Restaurant

View of Focus Area:     Springhouse to CR-136 Bridge from the River                                                                                     Facing Northeast
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View of Focus Area:    CR-136 Bridge to Visitor Center & US-41 Inter                                                                                   section from Bridge Street Facing Northwest & West 

Pedestrian Route & Guardrails

Vacant Parcels / Open Space           

Hwy 136 Bridge
& Gateway to White Springs

Gazebo & 
& East Entrance
to Visitor Center       

Site Analysis
       Site Character & Imaging
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View of Focus Area:    CR-136 Bridge to Visitor Center & US-41 Inter                                                                                   section from Bridge Street Facing Northwest & West 

Street-Facing Parking           Visitor Center 
(Future Restaurant)

Pedestrian Route  
   

Intersection US-41 & Bridge Street

   

Entrance to Stephen Foster 
Cultural Center

   

Bank
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Contextual Analysis: Human Systems
         Users & Program

Current & Anticipated (*) User Groups

Local Townspeople Tourists *Business & Education Visitors
777 Current: 120,000+ Annually *
Median Income $30,962
Poverty Rate: 26.4%
Median Age: 41.5
Ethnicity: 
   Black: 48.4%
   White: 46.7%
   Hispanic 3.3%

Friendly and welcoming, the 
people of White Springs are a 
blend of long-time residents 
whose families have lived in 
the area for generations, and 
newcomers who seek a slow, 
rural, outdoor centered life-
style.

Nature-Based Tourists 
Canoeing Kayaking
Hiking
Trail Biking
Camping
Fishing and Hunting
Wilderness Trail
Birding
Horse & Equestrian Trails

Special Events Tourists
Florida Folk Festival Artists, Musicians, 
Vendors & Visitors
Culture-Based Tourists
*Folk-Art School Participants

Regional Community Leaders
*Education & Business Groups
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Current & Planned (*) Programming & Activities
Dining Fat-Bellies

Telford Inn
*Riverview Restaurant (current visitor center)

Swap Meets & Temporary
Markets

Weekly Farmer's Market @ Visitor Center (1-4 vendors)
3rd Saturday Swap Meet (10-30 vendors)
Occasional Roadside Vendors Near SFCC Entrance

Shopping Suwannee Hardware / Shell Convenience Store
Munchies Convience Store
BP Convenience Store
Gift Shop at Stephen Foster Cultural Center

Nature-Based Tourism 
Venues

Suwannee Bicycle Association (1000 
users annually)
Suwannee Wilderness Trail 
Florida Trail 
Stephen Foster Cultural Center (110k)

American Canoe Adventures (5000 users 
annually)
Big Shoals State Park (Incl in SFCC)
Bienville Plantation

Annual Events January - Stephen Foster Day
February - Primitive Arts Day
March - Native American Day
March - Wild Azalea Festival
April - Sunrise Service
April - Antique Tractor & Engine Show
May - Wild Florida
May - Florida Folk Festival
July - Dog Days of Summer

July - Antique Arts & Collectibles
July-Aug Woodpecker Mud Bog
August - Craft Rendezvous
September - Steel Magnolias Festival
September - Old Time Music Weekend
October - Jeanie & Stephen Auditions
October - Quilt Show & Sale
November - Rural Folklife Days
November - Dulcimer Retreat
December - Festival of Lights

Social Programs, Education & 
Historic Culture

HOPE Helping Our People Excel 
South Hamilton Elementary School (Pre-K through 6th, approx. 220 students)
Historic Structures Walk 
*Camp Museum
*White Springs Oral History Museum & Gift Shop

Community Meeting Places Town Hall & Amphitheatre
Stephen Foster Park
Hamilton Elementary School

Lodging White Springs Bed & Breakfast  
     (5  Rms, 7 beds)  
Stephen Foster Culture 
     (5 Cabins, 30 beds, 45 campsitees)
America’s Best Value Inn 
     (30 Rms, 54 beds)

Telford Hotel (under renovation) 
*Eco-Lodging / 45 Beds
*Proposed Hotel / 250 Rms

*Conference Center 1000 Seats / 250 Rooms / 
*Folk-Art School
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User Groups

An estimated 120,000+ tourists
& visitors annually:

Anticipated increase in 
tourism:

Local Residents:

Nature-Based Tourism Cultural Heritage Tourism

Population: 777
Median Income: $30,962
Poverty Rate: 26.4%
Median Age: 41.5
Ethnic Groups:
      
   Black: 48.4%
      
   White: 46.7%
      
   Hispanic 3.3%

Friendly and welcoming, 
the people of White 
Springs are a blend of 
long-time residents whose 
families have lived in the 
area for generations and 
newcomers who seek 
a slow, rural, outdoor- 
centered lifestyle. 

Planned Folk Art School
Expanding Lodging & Eco Lodging
Planned Conference Center
Planned Retail District

Data Source: U.S. Census, 2010Image Sources: Tripadvisor.com, Daily Travel Photos.com, State Archives of Florida, Florida Memory

The current and anticipated users groups reveal the existing and anticipated growth of tourism 

in the small rural community.  The planned programming of the town seeks to lengthen the 

visitors' stay to capture more tourism dollars (Gurucharri, et al, 2009).  These plans substantiate 

a design for the site which can educate and raise awareness among these user groups of the State's water 

issues. 

User Groups
         Current & Anticipated
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Properties primarily used by the 

local community are largely 

segregated from the properties 

used by the extended tourist community.  

The properties in closest proximity to the 

focus area are underutilized giving no 

reason for users to interact with the Spring 

House or the river at this location.  

 Intersect between tourists and locals 

occurs primarily at three convenience 

stores/gas stations at two restaurants, 

at a small patch of lawn near the Spring 

House where one to four farmers sell 

produce on the weekends, and a side street 

three blocks from the Spring House where 

monthly swap meets are held. 

 Vacant and underutilized parcels 

are due to their proximity to slope and the 

creek in some instances, or to the declining 

population and economy in others, but in 

either case present opportunities worthy of 

exploration. 

Focus Area
Vacant or Underutilized
Primarily Local Use
Primarily Tourist Use
Local - Tourist Intersect
   

         User Intersect
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White Springs is surrounded by conser-

vation lands and agriculture.  Many 

commercial and residential parcels 

are vacant, especially near the ‘town center’ and the 

Springhouse.  43% of residential and 19% of com-

mercial/retail parcels are vacant, with many more 

of the occupied properties underutilitized due to 

substandard conditions such as the motel across 

from the Springhouse. Roughly 50% of the land 

area is conservation land owned by the State of 

Florida or the Suwannee River Water Management 

District, drawing nature-based tourists from across 

the region. 

Contextual Analysis: Human Systems
         Land Use
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         Overall Land Use
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Contextual Analysis: Human Systems
         Circulation

67

Major Roads enter White Springs 

from four directions making 

the town easily accessible from 

Gainesville or Jasper via Interstate 75, and 

from Georgia to the North and Lake City to 

the South.  A Railroad bisects the town and 

was the historic route which brought tourists 

in during the early 20th century.  A Historic 

Structures Walking route follows the town's 

local roads through the heart of White Springs.  

The town boundary hugs the Suwannee River 

and is the first hub along the Suwannee River 

Wilderness Trail by boat.  An off-road trail 

network offers great variety for cyclists and 

hikers.   
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Major Roads enter White Springs 

from four directions making 

the town easily accessible from 

Gainesville or Jasper via Interstate 75, and 

from Georgia to the North and Lake City to 

the South.  A Railroad bisects the town and 

was the historic route which brought tourists 

in during the early 20th century.  A Historic 

Structures Walking route follows the town's 

local roads through the heart of White Springs.  

The town boundary hugs the Suwannee River 

and is the first hub along the Suwannee River 

Wilderness Trail by boat.  An off-road trail 

network offers great variety for cyclists and 

hikers.   
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Within the White Springs boundary 

there are 18 different soil types, and 

most have good infiltration.  Ap-

proximately 80% of the soils present moderate to 

high limitations for development, and would require 

special design, increasing construction and pos-

sible maintenance costs.  Soils along the Suwan-

nee River lie within frequently flooded zones and 

should be avoided for development not suitable for 

periodic flooding.  Most of the area which the town 

envisions for a retail / conference center / lodging 

district is on soils suitable for this type of develop-

ment, though slopes and a creek corridor offer some 

constraints. 

Contextual Analysis: Natural Systems
         Soils
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Overall Soils Suitability
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Hydrology for White Springs plays a key 

role in planning and development as 

approximately half the town falls within 

the Suwannee River Basin, and parcels closest to 

the river lie within the floodplain.  The river flows 

southeast-northwest at this point and is fed by 

two creeks within the town boundary, one which 

flows through the town and just west of the defunct 

sulphur spring, emptying into the Suwannee 

River.  The spring is surrounded by a Spring House 

and connected to Blue Sink 3 miles west of town 

through an underground cave network.  Recent 

studies have found there to be no blockage between 

the two natural systems, though Blue Sink still 

currently flows, while White Sulfur Spring quit 

discharging 35 million gallons per day in 1972 

with only brief periods of minimal flow since that 

time, and some periods of reverse flow.  River levels 

currently average approximately 51 feet, and flood 

elevation is 77’.  

Contextual Analysis: Natural Systems
         Hydrology

71
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Topographic study of the area in close 

proximity to the site reveals a high 

elevation of 130' to the east of the site, 

falling to elevation 55' at the river.   The Visitor 

Center (future restaurant) on the site is at elevation 

105’ and the Spring House is at approximately 

60'-65’, nestled in a natural geographic formation 

known as a spring bowl.  There is a slight ridge 

running from behind the future restaurant to the 

stairway leading to the spring bowl.  

Section A
Creekbed 
Facing Northeast

Section B
River & Restaurant
Facing Northwest

Site Analysis: Natural Systems
         Topography
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A

B
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Site Analysis: Natural Systems
                  Microclimate: Wind Patterns

Though Florida winters are relatively mild, the winter 

easterlies should be given consideration when siting 

outdoor dining on the restaurant's east side. 
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 Microclimate: Sun - Shade

Winter Soltice
@ Noon

Summer Soltice
@ Noon

Solar Angle
     35.75         

Solar Angle
     80.84         

o

o

Sun angles and shadows will inform open space design to provide sufficient shade for 

outdoor dining and public garden guests.  Additionally, light and shadows will influence 

the siting of the aquiPROJECT to provide an interesting user experience. 
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Spring House Analysis
         Architecture & Hydrology

The historic Spring House was built between 1906 and 1908, and housed a concession area, clini-

cal examination and treatment rooms. The wings and lower levels were demolotioned in 1972 

(Library of Congress, 1972). 
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Flood Record

Drought Years

4/30/1928  79.13
10/1/1928  82.44
1/5/1942  78.78
9/25/1945  81.74
4/5/1948  85.19
3/22/1959  83.15
9/17/1964  84.36
4/20/1966  79.33
9/30/1970  79.44
4/10/1973  88.02
4/10/1981  85.4
10/3/2004  84
2/21/1986  80.67
3/20/1991  79.79
1/31/1998  77.3
2/27/1998  84.86
4/18/1998  81.48
6/28/2012                85.23

1931-35
1937-41
1949-57
1960-64
1967-69
1970-77
1980-82
1989-92
1998-02

 
 

Under healthy conditions a 

spring is a conduit through 

which clear water under 

pressure in the aquifer is forced to the 

surface, flowing into a river.  Since this 

spring is not functioning, the control 

structure has been removed to allow the 

river to backflow into the spring vent and 

recharge the aquifer (reverse flow).  The 

natural tannic water of the Suwannee 

creates the black appearance.  

Average water levels today
are low at 51' (12/2012)

Mid-20th century water levels
average 61'. 

Occasional flooding occurs 
twice a decade on average.

6/28/12: ELV. 85'-23"12/24/12: ELV. 51'-0"

September 2012

October 2011
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Synthesis
        Contextual Opportunities & Constraints

79

The town's vision for a retail district, eco-lodging and a folk-art 
school compliments the character of the town and present opportunity to 
raise awareness among these tourists by inviting them to participate in 
the expanding project.

Key Gateways & the River lead travelers to the site. 

Key Destination
 • Stephen Foster Cultural Center is the destination of over    
            100,000 visitors each year.
 • The traffic/visitor count substantiates the need for the 
             planned lodging & retail district.

Historic Walk 
 • Opportunity to attract culture-based tourists to the art path.

White Springs Community History Museum
 • Opportunity to house a small art studio assessible  
    to tourists and local community who wish to participate in 
    aquiPROJECT.
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Synthesis
        Site Opportunities & Constraints

The Spring House and River are currently uncelebrated though it was once a 
summer evening ritual for locals to gather and cool off here before retiring. 
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Natural Systems
• Defunct Spring is an opportunity to raise awareness of the declining springs and aquifer.

• Heavily wooded slopes to the river provide opportunity to create an interesting experience to 
the river, but constrain development to methods sensitive to the preservation of the natural 
environment.

• Suwannee River:  Extreme fluctuating water levels require any design considerations to be 
flood-tolerant, while providing an opportunity to compel river travellers to the Spring House and 
town with vessel parking.

Human Systems
• Visitor Center will soon be closed, providing opportunity for renovations as a restaurant.

• Hwy 136 Bridge traverses the Suwannee River and is a main entrance to White Springs, 
providing an opportunity to celebrate the entry to the town and view of the river and Spring 
House.

• Existing and proposed path entry points are opportunities to invite participation in the 
aquiPROJECT

• Existing parking is adequate with the gravel parking resurfaced to accommodate ADA.

• Moderate slopes from parking areas provide opportunity for ADA access to the art path and 
views of the river.

• Existing path and stairway to the spring bowl are structurally sound

Open Spaces:
• All open spaces are opportunities in which to site the aquiPROJECT sculptural intervention.

• East Open Space is an opportunity to celebrate the entry into White Springs.

• Northern Open Space: Rolling hills and scenic backdrop provide opportunity for temporary 
markets and aquiPROJECT, viewable from US-41.

• Spring Bowl Open Space is an opportunity for a playful and celebrated slope through artistic 
planting design.
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Conceptulizing is a method of exploration.  For 

this project it was necessary to design at three 

scales, each subsets of the pedestrian scale, in 

order to achieve the final design:

•  Art Media Exploration.  Methods and media were 

explored which could be created at the individual 

scale in a workshop setting.

•  2 Sculpture Concepts, of which the individual-

scale pieces could be comprised.

•  3 Path & Sculpture Concepts, with siting of the 

sculpture along path.

Concepts at each of these scales were explored and are 

presented in that order, though the process was one of 

continually moving back and forth between scales, while 

simultaneously thinking of the whole.

“
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art media exploration

art & path concepts

evaluation of concepts

final concept

conceptual 
exploration
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Art Media Exploration
              Individual Scale Art

The value of this exploration was in finding a medium suitable for both artists and non-artists to 

work with in a workshop setting where they could be challenged at each of their respective skill 

levels, while also producing something with an aesthetic quality fitting for the sculpture.    Strong 

consideration was given to using local, recycled materials which could provide an opportunity to interpret 

each individual's human imprint.  A method which could take between 1.5 and 2 hours was sought, so the 

time invested and experience could become personally meaningful to the individual.

Project / Medium Criteria:

 •   Create a meaningful experience for participants 

      with varied skill levels

 •   Interpretive potential to represent the individual human imprint

 •   Aesthetic quality as art in a public place

 •   Use of reclaimed materials / sustainability

The Process Tested in Pilot Workshops: Glass was selected as the art medium for its fluidity 

and transparency which are characteristics of water.  A method of kiln casting glass was studied and then 

tested in pilot workshops where participants create a clay positive followed by a plaster negative mold.  

The glass castings will be made from these plaster molds, becoming a permanment and personal human 

imprint created by the participant.  

85

1 2

3 4

5 6

1) Repurposed Tin.  2) Glass & Paper Mosaic.  3) Painted & Fused Glass inlaid in a railroad iron 
wall, Atelier Dreitseitl.  4) San Francisco's Moragan Street Steps. 5) Kiln Cast Glass by Michael 
Janis & Erwin Timmers, Washington Art School. 6) Jerry Coker's Identity Masks of recycled roof-
ing tin.
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Two steel units winding and intersecting 

represent the struggle between our 

human dependency on water and our own 

behaviors which are depleting its supply.  Glass 

castings made by individuals reach to reconcile 

the dilemma.  The scupture would be phased over 

time as the individual pieces are made.  It could be 

situated in open spaces identified on the site, along 

boardwalks, and serve to celebrate the entry into 

the town.  

Sculpture Concept
       The Struggle
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Opportune Open Space to site one phase of the sculpture. 

A series of cables reach to Corten steel 

frames, forming a gracful arc on which 

the individual-created glass castings 

are fastened.  The 'reach' is representative of the 

graceful harmony which results when cultural 

behaviors align with natural resource convervation.  

The sculptures are installed in phases and with 

each installation, the composite becomes more 

powerful as the arcs form a tunnel along the river.  

Sculpture Concept: 
     Reaching

NOTE: Sculpture is shown much larger than it would appear along the river.
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Path & Sculpture Concept
     Viewing Places

V iewing Places takes advantage of views 

of the aquiPROJECT as the organizing 

element. The art path extends from 

existing paths on the 6-acre site, leading users 

to the river, and views of the aquiPROJECT. The 

concept includes a vessel landing west of the Spring 

House, a series of boardwalks and landings from 

the restaurant, and restores the town's south 

landing, all from which to view the expanding 

project, with the Hwy-136 bridge also serving as a 

viewing place.  ADA access can be provided from the 

West Parking Lot and South Landing.

1

1

2

2

3 3

Vessel Landing invites river 
travellers to the town

A series of boardwalks and 
landings offers access to the 
river and views of the art.

Restores town’s existing 
South Landing

Hwy-136 Bridge provides 
views of the art 

4
4

West 
Parking
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Path & Sculpture Concept: 
     Land & Water

L and & Water is organized around existing 

open spaces on the 6-acre site: the spring 

bowl, and two open spaces on either 

side of the restaurant.  The art path extends from 

existing paths through these spaces.  The linear 

aquiPROJECT begins at the Hwy-136 bridge, 

meandering through the open spaces along the 

art path, and culminates as it reaches across the 

river just past the Spring House and over a canoe 

landing, inviting river travellers to the town.  ADA 

access to portions of the artwalk can be provided 

from the West Parking and the Restaurant.  

Vessel Landing invites 
river travellers to the town 
at the point where the 
aquiPROJECT reaches 
across the river

The spring bowl is playful 
park and site of one phase of 
the aquiPROJECT.

The central open space 
hosts temporary markets 
and site of one phase of the 
aquiPROJECT. 

The east open space 
becomes a public garden 
with a celebratory entry into 
the town of White Springs 
and a prominent site of one 
phase of the aquiPROJECT.

The art path arcs out 
toward the river to provide 
an interesting pedestrian 
experience and views of the 
river.

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

5

5
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Path & Sculpture Concept
     Riverwalk

1

2

3

Access to the Riverwalk from 
the spring bowl

A stairway from the outdoor 
dining area of the Restaurant 
leads users to the riverwalk.

Riverwalk gathering platform

Vessel landing with ADA 
access to the Public Garden 
and Restaurant via a spiraled 
ramp. 

4

1

2

The river becomes the organizing element 

for this concept where a riverwalk 

hugs the bank from the Spring House 

to the Bridge and becomes the venue for the 

aquiPROJECT to meander and entice users to 

gather at the riverfront.  A boardwalk extends from 

the Restaurant where the riverwalk broadens to 

invite gathering.  The concept includes a vessel 

landing at the base of the Hwy-136 Bridge where 

river travellers can scale a spiral ramp to the public 

open space and Restaurant.  ADA access can be 

provided from the West Parking Lot and Public 

Garden river access ramp.

3

4
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Numerical Evaluation

 

ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

ACHIEVES' PROJECT GOALS

Each program element is given a  where it receives 
a rating of High on a gradient scale of Low to High.

Cost Feasibility of Sculpture

Maximizes User Visibility

Siting Feasibility

Ecological Sensitivity of Boardwalk Concept

User connectivity to art on-site

ADA Assessibility

Potential to interpret Florida's water issues

Potential to interpret the town's history of the spring & sense of place)

Feasibility of being comprised of individal-scale art made by citizens

Phasing Potential of Sculpture

Connectivity (River-Town-River)

Responding to town's goals for future development

Establishes Multi-Use Public Space
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Evaluation of Sculpture & Path Concepts 
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A Convergence of Concepts 

From these, the final concept was developed: an 

art path which sits lightly on the land connecting 

existing paths through three identified open 

spaces. 

The pictoral narrative on the following pages is a final 

exploration of the individual art, the sculpture, and the 

path.

 This hand-drawn exploration before the design 

development stage illustrates the convergence of  concepts 

explored, along with a written art narrative.

 In this exploration, it became clearer what the 

design should be.
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Imagine a winding linear sculpture of two steel units, meandering over waterways.  Intertwining 

and intersecting at irregular moments, as if in a struggle, these two units form the sculpture 

which meanders through open spaces, changing in plan as well as elevation. 
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It retreats into wooded slopes, compelling human entry toward the river along a series of 

boardwalks and landings.  Glass castings made by individuals appear along the sculpture, 

their number increasing over time.  Light interacts with the glass only as much as it is filtered 

through the trees.  Along the path, the sculpture is sometimes overhead, and sometimes lowers 

to human level where it is touchable and the intricacies of the glass castings can be inspected 

and their individual imprints understood.   
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The sculpture hovers above outdoor dining spaces with the changing light dancing off 

the multi-faceted surfaces of small glass castings.  Moments where it is void of glass 

castings, the sculpture becomes a playground for climbing and swinging.
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It is multi-sensory: visually compelling while both physically and intellectually engaging, both 

on-site and from regional workshop settings in which the glass castings are made, and where 

participants learn of the multi-faceted problems which have led to our aquifer’s decline, and 

the changes which can lead to its restoration.  As these glass castings are fabricated onto the 

sculpture, the individuality of the participants becomes blurred, bringing into focus our shared 

interest in water.

Three pilot workshops held in March 2013 serve to inform the final workshop design.

Plaster molds will later be kiln-fired, becoming the molds for kiln-cast 
recycled glass 'human imprint tiles'.
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The fluctuating physicality of the structure articulates the movement of water while the 

glass castings mimic water’s fluidity and transparency as well as each human imprint which 

reaches to reconcile the struggle between our innate dependency on water, and our cultural 

behaviors which have been depleting its supply.   In time, the sculpture reaches around the 

spring and over the river in a protective embrace.
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An artistic formation representing a 

geological spring vent lies below the 

surface, encircled by a stepped path.  The 

lowest two steps are pressed with artifacts of the 

prehistoric and Paleolithic eras respectively.  The 

third step and main path is unmarked, yet reflects 

the present age of industry and technology.  Each 

level speaks to the changing landscape in relation to 

our human imprint over time.  On the upper level, 

it is void of any impressions, but metaphorically 

marked by the footsteps of those who take this 

path.  At this level, the aquiPROJECT begins, and 

participants will tell the story over time, as glass 

castings are added, each one representative of 

the individual who made it.  This human imprint 

becomes a growing and unified voice of awareness, 

calling for the conservation of our natural water 

resources.

    A steel sculpture emerges from the spring 

vent, mimicking the power and fluctuations of 

the water which runs beneath our feet, forced by 

pressure to the surface, through the spring vent, 

and into the river.  

 The two units intertwine and intersect at 

irregular moments, each moving through time on 

separate paths.  Where the steel sculpture ceases, 

the expanding aquiPROJECT continues to meander, 

retreating into wooded slopes and celebrated in 

open spaces on it’s journey.  As the sculpture 

reappears near the spring house and reaches across 

the river, the two units are reconciled-- no longer 

opposing powers.  Still fluctuating, undulating, and 

changing, but at last, in synchronic harmony.

Final Concept: The Voice
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“What is common to the greatest number gets the least amount 

of care. Men pay most attention to what is their own; they care 

less for what is common; or at any rate they care for it only 

to the extent to which each is individually concerned. Even when there is no 

other cause for inattention, men are more prone to neglect their duty when 

they think that another is attending to it.  

                                   Aristotle
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site plan

materials

detail drawings & modular system

masterplan & key open spaces

phasing plan

the 
commons
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Site Plan
        The Commons

The 6-acre site is envisioned as The 

Commons, a public community park 

where the community feels at home 

while also compelling tourists into the town.  

The integrating feature of the park is the 

aquiPROJECT, an expanding sculpture situated 

along a connecting art path, to raise awareness 

of the Floridan Aquifer System.   

 The path and the aquiPROJECT 

meanders through three key open spaces: The 

Spring Bowl, The Temporary Markets Lawn, 

and the Public Garden.  The design celebrates 

these existing spaces in a way that is both 

pragmatic and meaningful. A fourth gathering 

space is gained at The Landing, a new space 

which invites river travellers up into the town, 

while also reestablishing the river as the town's 

gathering place. 

 The path is for more than art, however.  

It connects pedestrians from the Stephen 

Foster Center, the river and the town to the 

resturant, the river, and its once-beloved spring 

-- all in the heart of White Springs.  

 Activities include fishing and wildlife 

viewing from The Landing, a playground in the 

Spring Bowl, outdoor dining, and a new central 

gathering space at the celebrated entry into 

White Springs.  Seating is offered in the spring 

bowl and along the path to the river, providing 

respite at key wildlife viewing vantange points.  

The path is ADA accessible at four points from 

the parking lots and peripheral pedestrian 

path, with additional ADA access from the river.
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CIRCULATION
                  Primary
                              Path (ADA)
                                    River Ramp (ADA)
                                    Stairs

                  Secondary                    
                          Trail
                                    River Ramp 

                                 Peripheral
       

aquiPROJECT

                           Invitation to Participate
                          
                  Expanding Sculpture

SEATING

Spring Bowl

Public
Garden

The
Landing

Temporary
Markets

Site Plan
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Materials
        Local & Sustainable

Public Garden & Temporary Markets: Clusters of 
Dogwoods and Redbuds shade the peripheral walk.  

Drought tolerant white muhly and sage create inviting 
entrances to the Public Garden.

Recycled Glass is the medium for imprinted glass 
castings: the aquiPROJECT.

Powder-Coated Galvanized Steel is the framework 
for the aquiPROJECT castings and sculpture.
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A native wildflower mix is planted on the hillside of the 
spring bowl, and maintained through annual mowing with 
attention to the natural germination cycles.

Limestone is used in the public garden sculpture, and is 
the source of concrete walks along the art path..

Reclaimed cypress is used for the planked board-
walk along the art path.
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Detail Drawings
        Sculpture: Frame and Spacing Details

Powder-Coated Galvanized Steel 

Recycled Glass Castings
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Detail Drawings
        Structural Connection Detail
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SCALE: 1" = 1'-0"

An infinite number of configurations are possible to allow the system to be customized to the site.

A Modular System
        Vertically Undulating Modules
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Horizontally Undulating Modules

An infinite number of configurations are possible to allow the system to be customized to the site.
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Spring Bowl Temporary Markets

A Modular System
        Sample Bi-directional Configurations

Using the vertical and horizontal systems interchangeably 

creates a winding system which changes in plan as well 

as elevation, with the capacity to create loops, navigate 

around corners and form loops.  The following modular configurations 

were developed using a combination of both vertical and horizontal 

systems to accommodate four of the five key areas.  The calculations 

from these configurations relate to the workshops and phasing plan. 
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The Landing Outdoor Dining
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The Commons
A Masterplan

1

2

3

5

4

An art path connects the open 

spaces bringing cohesion to the 

site.  With the aquiPROJECT 

meadering along the path, and 

through every open space, 

the site becomes an inviting 

commons for tourists and 

locals alike.  All are invited to 

participate in the aquiPROJECT 

through signage at each 

sculpture.
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Public Gardens as a 
celebrated entry into 
the town.

1

5 Key Areas 
        to Site the Expanding aquiPROJECT

Restaurant with Outdoor 
Dining where the 
aquiPROJECT reaches 
under the covered 
balcony and hovers over 
the dining spaces.

2 3 The Landing where the 
aquiPROJECT follows the 
stairs and is intersected 
by a series of switch-
backs, inviviting river 
travellers to the town, and 
the community back to its 
river.

4 5Temporary Markets Lawn and En-
trance to Spring Bowl where the 
aquiPROJECT is visible from US-41.

Spring Bowl where the aquiPRO-
JECT reaches around the Spring 
House in a protective embrace.
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Key Areas
         The Public Garden
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Key Areas
        The Spring Bowl
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Key Areas
         The Spring Bowl
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Key Areas
         The Landing
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Phasing Plan
        Relating to Regional Workshops
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Over time, more than 1,088 individuals 

begin to raise a growing and collective 

voice toward water resource conservation 

through the making of art, and potentially develop 

a sense of connectedness to the public place where 

it is exhibited and the natural system beneath the 

surface.  Many variations of the sculpture could allow 

for many more individual pieces at this same site. The 

goal is to embed deep understanding of these natural 

systems among individual participants, and that this 

understanding will be reflected in their college majors 

choices, involvement in policy-making and more, 

sharing their experience and knowledge among those 

within their sphere of influence.  
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Over time, more than 1,088 individuals 

begin to raise a growing and collective 

voice toward water resource conservation 

through the making of art, and potentially develop 

a sense of connectedness to the public place where 

it is exhibited and the natural system beneath the 

surface.  Many variations of the sculpture could allow 

for many more individual pieces at this same site. The 

goal is to embed deep understanding of these natural 

systems among individual participants, and that this 
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quote

                                             - participant                                                                     “
123

workshop philosphy & framework 

ecoliteracy art workshops for multiple venues

3 learning modules

dissemination plan

online blog & reunion events

something 
more ...
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“This project was different. It was 

like doing something more ... like our 

work will really impact this place."  Those 

were the words of a young Singaporean 

friend, Samuel, after he'd launched the 

floating wetland with his classmates at 

West Coast Park, Singapore (Wyman and 

Wang, 2012).  Samuel spoke these words 

with excitement after being part of the 

project which was implemented in the 

real world; a project that required some 

of his decision-making; a project that he'd 

worked to create with his own hands.  

 In White Springs, the 

dysfunctioning spring is a devestating 

human imprint on the land.  To only 

memorialize it in a small rural town could 

never bring it back, never fully articulate 

the magnitude of the loss.  Yet the visual 

significance at White Springs presents a 

timely opportunity to foster an ecological 

intelligence in individuals-- through the 

act of creating.

 Creative self-expression takes 

place in the process of making as 

both mind and body are engaged in a 

reciprocal, tactile and sensory process—  

embedding an understanding of  material, 

object or land and our relationship to 

these.  This type of experience, applied 

toward protecting our natural water 

resources can potentially influence deep-

seated values.   

 The following pages explain how 

the aquiPROJECT can continue as an 

expanding project through workshops 

offered across the region. 

Something More
                     A plan for continuance
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After the model of the Singapore Floating Wetlands Project (Wyman and Wang, 2012), 

a participatory model of embodied learning would be applied to the aquiPROJECT 

as an art/ecoliteracy workshop.  This overarching framework is key to the learning 

experience which would take part in three learning modules. 
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Workshop Framework
                     Applied to the aquiPROJECT

        

Workshop Philosophy & Framework Applied to the aquiPROJECT

1. Situated Context— learning takes place where it will be applied.

 
1. Situated Context— Where possible, the workshops are held at the site of a flowing spring to gain an 
understanding of function and value.  All participants are invited to the Reunion Events after the artwork 
is made public.  Here, additional understanding is embedded once they see their work become part of the 
growing voice.  Seeing the the site of the dysfunctioning spring on the same day they see their work exhibited, 
strengthens the potential of deep understanding.  

2. Real-World Significance— project has real-world value to the community and 
biophysical environment. 2. Real-World Significance— Each particant's artwork is exhibited as part of a permanent, sculpture as a 

public unified voice, calling for change.

3. Ownership— project provides opportunities for participants to feel a sense of 
ownership in the project and site through decision making and craft.

3. Ownership— The time investment and physical hands-on investment contribute to each participant's 
sense of ownership in the aquiPROJECT, as well as an awareness to take ownership of their own behaviors.

4. Involve experts— project provides opportunities for expert-student 
relationships to form.

4. Involve experts— Visiting artists, scientists, and other professionals could contribute to this end when 
possible, relating to participants and explaining how their profession relates to aquifer conservation.

5. Social Bond— participants are socially connected.
5. Social Bond— A social network begins to form at each workshop where participants are sitting around 
a table together, working on their individual projects.  Additional opportunities include an online blog, and 
celebratory reunion events where participants meet others who've contributed to the project.

6. Long-Term Commitment— project provides opportunities to continue so the 
same participants can interact with this space over an extended period of time.

6. Long-Term Commitment— This project creates the potential for a long-term committment to White 
Springs and  The Commons.  Even more, it fosters a long-term commitment to the project, the issues, and the 
Floridan Aquifer.

The workshop framework is comprised of the following six components, and derived from 

literature by Michael S. Carolan (2006, 2007) and Barab & Dodge (2008). 
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Workshop Philosophy & Framework Applied to the aquiPROJECT

1. Situated Context— learning takes place where it will be applied.

 
1. Situated Context— Where possible, the workshops are held at the site of a flowing spring to gain an 
understanding of function and value.  All participants are invited to the Reunion Events after the artwork 
is made public.  Here, additional understanding is embedded once they see their work become part of the 
growing voice.  Seeing the the site of the dysfunctioning spring on the same day they see their work exhibited, 
strengthens the potential of deep understanding.  

2. Real-World Significance— project has real-world value to the community and 
biophysical environment. 2. Real-World Significance— Each particant's artwork is exhibited as part of a permanent, sculpture as a 

public unified voice, calling for change.

3. Ownership— project provides opportunities for participants to feel a sense of 
ownership in the project and site through decision making and craft.

3. Ownership— The time investment and physical hands-on investment contribute to each participant's 
sense of ownership in the aquiPROJECT, as well as an awareness to take ownership of their own behaviors.

4. Involve experts— project provides opportunities for expert-student 
relationships to form.

4. Involve experts— Visiting artists, scientists, and other professionals could contribute to this end when 
possible, relating to participants and explaining how their profession relates to aquifer conservation.

5. Social Bond— participants are socially connected.
5. Social Bond— A social network begins to form at each workshop where participants are sitting around 
a table together, working on their individual projects.  Additional opportunities include an online blog, and 
celebratory reunion events where participants meet others who've contributed to the project.

6. Long-Term Commitment— project provides opportunities to continue so the 
same participants can interact with this space over an extended period of time.

6. Long-Term Commitment— This project creates the potential for a long-term committment to White 
Springs and  The Commons.  Even more, it fosters a long-term commitment to the project, the issues, and the 
Floridan Aquifer.

Applied to the aquiPROJECT as an expanding art/ecoliteracy workshop, the framework 

translates as follows:
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Regional High Schools
Purpose: Reaching out to high school students 
for their proximity to life decisions such a choos-
ing a college major and voting, as well as the po-
tential for these students to be trained as facilita-
tors of future workshops.
Target Group: Students not currently engaged in 
environmental studies. (Art Classes, Electives, Clubs)
Marketing Strategy: 
     • Teacher In-Service Training Sessions
     • Educational Conferences
     • Mass email to art faculty & club sponsors
     • Blog
Option 1: Day Field Trip (5.5 hrs + travel)
      • Trip to a flowing spring with snorkel gear
      • Springs Excursion (2 hrs)
      • Break & Gather (10min)
      • View Film (10 min)
      • Discussion (45 min)
      • Lunch (45 min)
      • Art Introduction & Instruction (10 min)
      • Art Project (1.5 hrs)
Option 2: 1/2 Day In-class Study (3hrs, 20min)
      • View Film (10 min)
      • Discussion (45 min)
      • Lunch (45 min)
      • Art Introduction & Instruction (10 min)
      • Art Project (1.5 hrs)

Local & Regional 
After-School & 

Summer Camp Programs
Purpose:   To pilot the workshop framework and 
develop the teaching component through the 
creation of a 10-minute film/presentation.  These 
students would be involved in learning about 
the issues, exploring the springs underwater, 
and developing a pictoral narrative of the issues 
surrounding aquifer decline.  Collectively, the 
students would be guided through the process of 
developing the pictorial narrative, and gain expe-
rience drawing each component.  Each student 
would then focus on one area of the drawing to 
practice and perfect, and would be the 'artists' 
featured in the film as they draw, step-by-step, 
the pictorial narrative.  A voice-over oral narra-
tion would then be added, and the filmed drawing 
sped up to match the oration.
Targeting upper elementary and middle school 
students in underserved areas, preferably rural 
North Florida, the region most adversely affected 
by aquifer decline.
Marketing Strategy: 
Personal Contacts to program facilitators
The finished film would become the teaching com-
ponent of the following workshop formats:►

Ecoliteracy Art Workshops for Multiple Venues
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Local & Regional Art Studios
Purpose: Reaching out to the general public and 
developing relationships and collaborative leaders 
in the program throughout the region.
Target Group: Multi-generational groups through-
out the region, underserved populations within close 
proximity to the hosting art studio as well as visiting 
tourists.
Marketing Strategy: 
     • Personal Contacts
     • News Articles & Radio Programs
     • Community Calendars
     • Blog
Option 1: Quarterly Saturday Workshops (2.5hrs)
Regional Collaborating Art Studios
      • View Film (10 min)
      • Discussion  & Survey (30 min)
      • Break (10 min)
      • Art Introduction & Instruction (10 min)
      • Art Project (1.5 hrs) 
Option 2: Every Saturday Workshops (2.5hrs)
White Springs Community History Museum
      • View Film (10 min)
      • Discussion  & Survey (30 min)
      • Break (10 min)
      • Art Introduction & Instruction (10 min)
      • Art Project (1.5 hrs)

Local & Regional Festivals
Purpose: Reaching out to the general public and 
developing relationships and collaborative leaders 
in the program throughout the region.
Quarterly events open to the public throughout North 
Florida at collaborating art studios.
Target Group: Multi-generational groups from a va-
riety of backgrounds, perhaps reaching into Georgia. 
Marketing Strategy: 
     • Register as vendor @ regional festivals
     • Community Calendars
     • Blog
Participants sign-up for a place in the sched-
uled sessions (9/12/3/6:00) (2.5hrs)
      • View Film (10 min)
      • Discussion  & Survey (30 min)
      • Break (10 min)
      • Art Introduction & Instruction (10 min)
      • Art Project (1.5 hrs) 
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Learning Module #1                                                       
        Transfer of Information

The transfer of information about Florida's water issues 

and the Floridan Aquifer would occur during a short, 

(perhaps10-minute) film documentary, a method used 

for its replicability.  The film would be a pictorial narrative, the 

drawing of which would be sped up to coincide with the voice-

over narrative. The following outlines the topics to be covered:

• Florida's Geomorphology & Hydrology

• Fertilizer Use & Nutrient Load

• Consumption Categories & User Over Time

• Aquifer Level Trends & Projections

• Policies on Water Consumption and Fertilizer Use

• Our Food and its Relationship to Water Consumption
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Learning Module #2                                                       
        Guided Discussion

A guided discussion will serve to get the group talking about 

themselves, water and art.  Group dynamics will influence the 

discussion, thus provide an opportunity to gather data regarding 

participants' level of understanding.  The discussion as well as the art-

making learning module would be recorded, and the data later coded and 

analyzed using a qualitative approach. The following are preliminary ideas 

for discussion prompts, some or all of which may be applied:

• Tell about your experience or non-experience in Florida's springs.

• Was there any information in the film that was new to you, 

surprised you, is still unclear to you, or that you want to explore 

further on your own?

• Are there any questions you have, that the film prompted?

• After introducing the aquiPROJECT and the dry spring vent at 

White Springs (pictorially), how would you interpret the 'story' or 

meaning of this sculpture?

• As we're each creating our individual art piece, think about who 

you are, and how you might want to represent this in the clay 

positive mold you'll be making.
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Year 3
1 2 64

Found and brought 
items are used to 
create textures in 
the clay.

Sculpting tools are 
used to create a 
positive mold which 
respresents the indi-
vidual.

The clay positive 
is placed in a 
plastic box, serving 
as 'mortar boards'.

Plaster is mixed and 
poured into the plas-
tic box covering the 
clay positive.

The plaster mold is 
removed from the 
frame box.

The clay is pulled 
away to reveal the 
one-time-use plaster 
negative mold which 
will be used to make 
glass castings.

 45 minutes  10 minutes  after 30 minutes 

3 5

Three pilot art workshops were 

conducted to inform the final over-all 

workshop design.  Participants were 

introduced to the concept of the expanding 

aquiPROJECT and invited to offer input on 

the workshop setting, materials and over-all 

experience throughout the 2-hour session.  They 

completed a short survey to determine their 

interest in following the project.

Learning Module #3                                                       
        Piloting the Art Learning Module
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As an ice-breaker, participants were 

asked to introduce themselves, and 

tell about a hands-on experience they 

could recall, which had helped them develop a 

deep understanding of something.  This dialogue 

led them to think about how to express who they 

are, leaving a personal human imprint in their 

clay mold.  The focus on self for the art, and the 

fact that most were not used to working with the 

medium, seemed to promote a rather  introverted 

atmosphere during the clay sculpting.  During the 

plaster mixing, a lot more interaction occurred.  

All in all, the participants offered valuable input 

and commented that the experience was not only 

meaningful, but a sense of anticipation emerged 

about eventually seeing the glass castings as a 

public sculpture.   By the end of the workshops, 

social connections were made and emails were 

voluntarily exchanged.  They were comfortable with 

the size of the project, and by the 2nd workshop, 

the practice of naming their art work evolved.  Non-

artist-types felt successful, and artist-types were 

engaged and challenged.

Overwhelmingly, the participants were interested in following the project 

through a blog, scheduled reunion events at White Springs, and visiting 

White Springs on their own to see their work in an expanding sculpture. 
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Year 3

Dissemination Plan
18 Counties: White Springs Region

Workshop Dissemination 
focuses on 18 counties in closest proximity to 
the Suwannee River (most affected region), 
as well as counties drawing upon this water 
supply (most affecting region).

Springs

High Schools &
Population Concentration

Future Consideration for similar 
projects is needed in areas where springs and 
aquifer decline increases in direct proportion to 
population concentration.

No Springs / High Population 
Region is impacted by aquifer decline and 
saltwater intrusion.  Laws of physics defined 
by the Ghyben-Herzberg Principle state that for 
every 1’ of freshwater decline in the system, 
saltwater intrusion advances 40’. Current 
average decline rate is 1.2” per year. (Knight, 
2012)
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         As the art expands awareness and advocacy increase.

Workshops are designed for high school electives and extracurricular studies, art studios, and 

area festivals.  The art created in these workshops would reflect each individual, and later 

be cast in glass to become part of the expanding sculpture for White Springs.

98 potential High Schools with a goal of 2 workshops 
per school in art and other electives programs.
(10 participants per session, or dividing a larger group 
into small groups)

Up to 45 Art Studios serve
as hubs to process the art, and as 
hosts to quarterly workshops for 
multi-generational groups.
(6-10 participants per session)

Up to 50 Festivals across the region serve 
to include multi-generational groups in 
an abbreviated but meaningful workshop 
experience.    (6-10 participants per session)
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Online Blog
            A Communication Hub                    

All participants are invited to become part of an online blog community to 

follow and comment on the expanding project, and be notified of reunion 

events taking place at the site where their work becomes part of the 

growing voice.
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Reunion events at White Springs will be planned in conjunction with the 

expansion of the aquiPROJECT.  Participants are invited to White Springs 

to gather and see their artwork become part of the growing installation.  

These events are also open to the general public and become a celebratory rally of 

sorts with the following potential components:

 

• Participants are greeted as special guests and look for their individual work on 

the expanding installation.  The reference is that their individual statement is 

important, but then blurred as it becomes part of the whole. 

• The event becomes an opportunity for participants to meet one another, see the 

lifeless spring and understand the brevity of communal decision-making which 

conserves our natural resources. 

• Participants may want to photograph the event, or themselves near their own 

work.

• Updates are provided by community leaders to inform the attendees of any policy 

changes, relevant legislation, and share ideas for consumption reduction at both 

the personal and collective level.

Reunion Events
      Celebrating Awareness
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Summary
The Singapore Floating Wetlands Project revealed the value and opportunities to raise awareness through 

creating spaces which are personally meaningful to individuals.  The site at White Springs is public land 

owned by the State of Florida, yet largely unvisited by tourists and underutilized by locals.  The design for 

an expanding sculpture along an art path meandering through this site, and making pragmatic use of the 

open spaces, invites users to explore the site.  But even more, the invitation to participate in its expansion 

provides an opportunity for this site to become personally meaningful to users and participants in a far-

reaching capacity.  Through this process, many can develop a greater understanding of the land unique to 

Florida, and the hidden waters which flow beneath our feet.                               
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concluding
discussion 

a relevant time

further work
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The discipline of Landscape Architecture 

is broad and influential, offering a 

holistic design approach which nurtures 

both human need and natural systems.   In a 

2001 article published by Landscape Architecture 

Magazine, Robert France explained, 

“All truly sustainable, and therefore 

successful, environmental restoration 

projects are as much about restoring 

degraded human-nature relationships as 

they are about simply restoring degraded 

physical landscapes.” 

This statement became pivotal in my own 

exploration of shaping the land through artistic 

and intelligent design.  I began to think about how 

the human-nature relationship has been degraded, 

and ways in which I could influence its restoration 

through Landscape Architecture.

 Decidedly, the path I'll take will be one 

which seeks to create spaces in which humans can 

become tacitly engaged in the landscape, through 

site-specific design which compels users toward a 

long-term relationship with the land.  A long-term 

relationship is one that must be nurtured, and 

carefully tended.  And it happens over time.  It 

doesn't happen with one visit to a space or even 

many visits which offer only aesthetic or passive 

interaction, not to diminish the value of either 

of these.  Tactile spaces is a phrase coined by 

Michael Carolan (2007) and created when places  

are intentionally designed so humans can come 

to understand their dependency, not only on the 

space, but the land and its natural systems through 

embodiment.  Technology, by its very nature 

A Relevant Time
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separates us from these systems and while it serves 

us well in many facets of our lives, I would argue 

that we must simultaneously work very hard to 

maintain interaction with these natural systems-- 

interaction which helps us, perhaps even forces 

us, to understand at the core of our being how our 

survival depends on these systems.

 Throughout the design process for an 

expanding art installation at White Springs to 

raise awareness of the Floridan Aquifer, I have 

been challenged by many that this could take 

place anywhere.   Yes, it can expand, but I believe 

it should begin here.   I have taken great care to 

think about the people of this place, and the value 

of a work such as this starting at this place.  I have  

thoughtfully laid out a plan to begin to nurture a 

long-term relationship with the land here, because 

here participants can perhaps begin to understand 

the system that flows beneath all Floridans.  

The people of White Springs understand their  

relationship with, dependency on, and value of 

their long-defunct spring.  This design intentionally 

reaches out beyond White Springs, and calls those 

in the outlying affected and affecting region to come 

and see, take part.

 The spring has served human need for 

untold generations as a healing place, one which 

transcended culture, bringing people together 

against norms.  Today, whether its geologic 

function is restored or not, it can continue its 

service of healing and reconciliation, continue to 

be a place where walls are broken down and true 

understanding of the land is gained.  A spring 

which waits quietly to restore the human-nature 

relationship.

 In this very relevant time, it waits.  
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Further Work

This project leads to a long list of questions.   

Will taking part in an expanding art 

project while being taught about the 

complex issues, and being introduced to an 

environmentally depraved site have lasting impact 

upon values?  Many conversations with people 

I've taken to the springs and those I've met at the 

springs, substantiate the thinking that there is a 

need to nurture awareness: among the educated 

and non-educated alike.  It's difficult to understand 

a system so much bigger than oneself, particularly 

one hidden beneath our day-to-day lives, where 

we draw our water from a faucet and rarely have a 

need to understand more.   

 On a recent trip to Manatee Springs with 

young adults, I explained the process which is 

causing algae growth in the springs.  A few minutes 

later, as one young woman was getting ready to step 

into the water she asked, "What's this?" She was 

referring to the overwhelming drop that appeared to 

be an abyss, and its threshold which was covered 

in the most beautiful green algae flowing with the 

movement of the water.  Until she swam in it, she 

didn't really understand.   '

 The pilot art workshops were delivered to 

only fifteen participants, yet all were enthusiastic 

about following the project over time, and even 

travelling to White Springs to see the spring and 

the expanding sculpture.  These didn't experience 

the full workshop intent: to explore a flowing 

spring and to learn about and discuss the scientific 

and political issues surrounding their decline.  
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Adding these components will no doubt enrich 

the experience, deepening their investment and 

understanding. 

 What I've discovered that intrigues me about 

these experiences are the responses, and even 

more, the questions.  "What is a spring?" asked by 

Landscape Architecture and Architecture students 

approaching their Senior year.  "What's this?", even 

after I'd explained the impacts of fertilizer on algae 

growth in the springs.  I'm embarrassed at some 

of my own questions, "What's a Cooter?", I asked 

when Dr. Bob Knight pointed to a turtle on the 

Ichetucknee River.  "What's the value of the gopher 

tortoise?" I asked when Tina Gurucharri took me on 

my first visit to Otter Springs.  "Can we know how 

they affect the other components of the ecosystem?"  

These questions reveal what's not understood, 

and challenge the researcher and designer to ask, 

"Are my methods really reaching the heart of the 

issues?"  I look forward to hearing more of these 

questions, asking more of my own, and allowing 

these to continually inform the teaching component 

of the workshop design for aquiPROJECT as well as 

other designs for tactile spaces.

 In the paper-folding art of origami, the artist 

develops a unique understanding of the medium, 

hidden within the folds.  Similarly, hidden in the 

folds of the earth is an understanding of the land.  

An understanding which cannot be thoroughly 

achieved without it becoming the medium.  There is 

so much in the struggle of the process.
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